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CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

Mme la Marquise de Merteuil ............................................ Efrosini Constant
Mme de Volanges .......................................................... Betsy Newman
Cécile de Volanges ........................................................ Giselle Gilbert
Le Vicomte de Valmont .................................................... Bryce McBratnie
Azolan ............................................................................. Andrew Scott
Mme de Rosemonde ....................................................... Ellis Hooper
Mme de Tourvel ............................................................. Keelin Woodell
Émilie ............................................................................ Latoya Shaw
Le Chevalier Danceny ..................................................... Kevin Riggin
Servants ........................................................................ Suleyman Firat Bilen
                                                     Timothy Heidorn
                                                     Jordan Merimee

TIME
One autumn and winter in the 1780s.

PLACE
Various salons and chateaux in and around Paris, France,
and the Vincennes Forest, outside the city.

There will be one fifteen-minute intermission.

WARNING
Please be advised that this production contains theatrical fog, adult subject matter,
partial nudity and violence.

PRODUCTION STAFF

Technical Director ....................................................... Kate Harrow
Vocal Coach ................................................................. Anne Burk
Fight Choreography .................................................... Edgar Landa
Assistant Director ......................................................... Jenna Bamberger
Scenic Artist ............................................................... Vika Teplinskaya
Assistant Stage Manager ............................................... Natalie Burns
Assistant Scenic Design ................................................ Chloe Oh
Properties Coordinator .............................................. Kelly Ridder
Crew .............................................................................. Stephanie Barajas Aguilar
                                                     Madelyne Heyman
                                                     Daniel Kaplan
                                                     Emma Lawrence
                                                     Alexa Nunes
                                                     Chelsea Lynn Pfeiffer
                                                     Tori Schachne
                                                     Isabella Schloss
DIRECTOR’S BIO

Robert Shampain has acted and directed at theatres all over the US and UK. For the past 20 years, he has been Director of BAYFEST (British-American Youth Festival Theatre), an award-winning intensive youth theatre training and cultural exchange program (www.BAYFESTyouthTheatre.com). He has taught and directed at his alma mater, Boston University, and was founding Director (2005 - 2011) of the Boston University Los Angeles “Acting in Hollywood” graduate program. He is a company member in Los Angeles of Tim Robbins’ The Actors Gang, as well as Pacific Resident Theatre, and has acted in many films and TV series.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

The 1782 novel Les Liaisons Dangereuses by French army artillery officer Choderlos de Laclos, was extremely well-received when it was first published. Its intrigue-filled story of the almost-military maneuvers of aristocratic former lovers Valmont and Merteuil and all of the others they ensnare in their plots of seduction, revenge and cruelty was apparently loved by Queen Marie Antoinette, who we can imagine hungrily reading all four volumes while eating cake. Ironically, it has since been seen as an expose of the decadence of pre-Revolution French aristocracy, which our playwright Christopher Hampton alludes to in the closing image of the play. Hampton brings more nuance to some of the characters’ motivations than appears in the novel, and he has also expanded somewhat on the themes of women’s place in society. Ultimately, however, our play is a love story. I leave it to you, our clever audience, to discover who really loves who, and to ponder why and how we can sometimes be crueler to those we love than to our enemies…
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